1. Parts

2. Names of components

3. Taking off the strap

4. Disconnecting the strap connector

5. Connecting the watch (General watch)

   - Use Sgnl by binding it to your personal watch.

6. Connecting the watch (Apple watch)

   - Apple watch connector
     - Size: 38mm, 42mm
     - Sold separately

7. Installation guide

   - Search for “Sgnl” in the Android Play Store or iOS App Store.

   - Android Versions: Supported on 4.4 and above. Recommended for 5.0 and above.
   - iOS Versions: Supported on 8.0 and above, iPhone 5 and above, and iPad 3 and above.

8. Wearing the device

   - Make sure the BCU is in contact with the wrist.

9. Adjusting the length

   - Based on wrist size, extend or retract the length by using the Adjustable Length Clips.

   - The BCU must touch the wrist with applied pressure. Make sure the strap is not too loose.

   - Note: If the BCU does not touch or lightly touch the wrist, the sound quality and volume may be affected.

10. Installation guide

   - Connect the watch connector to the adjustable length clip.

   - Insert the spring bar pin into the watch connector and pull to connect it with the Apple Watch.

   - The Apple watch connector must be purchased separately.

11. Taking off the strap

   - The screw on the watch connector is removed via the screwdriver.

   - The watch connector can be disconnected from the adjustable length clip by sliding it sideways.

   - The adjustable length clips can be added by sliding them.

   - Attach the watch connector sliding it.

   - Fasten the watch connector and adjustable length clips by using the screwdriver to screw in the bolts.

   - Refer to Step 6. Length Adjustment if the strap connector will be used as initially packaged.